[Computer-assisted joint replacement surgery. Financial and clinical impact for a specialised orthopaedic hospital].
Incorrect alignment is a known risk factor for early loosening of implants. Computer-assisted joint replacement surgery (CAS) improves the positioning of the used implants. So far there is no study comparing the improvement of radiological implant position and the extra costs for the CAS. We therefore analysed 200 (100 navigated procedures versus 100 conventional operations) total knee replacements and 60 (30 navigated procedures versus 30 conventional operations) hip resurfacing procedures. Evaluation criteria were radiological alignment and costs produced by using computer-assisted navigation tools. In our series of total knee and hip resurfacing arthroplasties the number of outliers could be significantly reduced by using CAS. Patients receiving a navigated total knee replacement had a significantly lower blood loss and need for blood transfusion. The financial calculation for CAS for our specialised orthopaedic hospital showed that every CAS operation produced 442 euro extra costs per operation. So far these extra costs are not reimbursed. By using CAS the implant positioning is significantly improved. Total knee replacements have a lower blood loss. Due to the prolonged operation time, the leasing costs and the single use navigation tools of every navigated operation produced costs for our hospital of 442 euro. As there is so far no reimbursement of these costs, long-term survival studies are needed to reveal the superiority of the navigation method and to show an impact on the medical budget.